R10 Life Member Committee at a Glance

- Number of LMs: 2964 (as December 2023)
- Number of LMAGs: 26
- Number of Activities: 312 (Reported by December)
- R10 Fund: US$ 7,000

Committee Structure
Chair: Toshitaka Tsuda
Members: Naohisa Ohta(Tokyo), Keith Kikkert(South Australia), S S Jamuar(Delhi), Brernard Lim(Malaysia), Clive Tzuang(Taipei), Dae-Gwon Jeong(Seoul)
Advisors: Harbans Lal Bajaj(Delhi), Takatoshi Minami(Tokyo), Abhimanyu Verma(Delhi), Ashish Lohia(Delhi)

Objectives
1. Form new LMAGs for more engagement of LMs
2. Organize periodic LM / LMAG Meets across R10 for wider Communication & involvement
3. Organise LMC & R10 LM Competition / Awards
4. Organise LM tracks in IEEE R10 Flagship
2023 Report

Projects / Tasks

Project 1: Form 2 new LMAGs in R10.
Project 2: Attempt Common activities across LMAGs.
Project 3: Organise minimum quarterly LMAC & LMAG Meets. Try to hold meet for LM Coordinators for Sections, there is no LMAG.
Project 4: Select MGA-LMC Award winners, R10 LM outstanding Volunteer Awardee, Conduct R10 LM photography Competition.
Project 5: Organise LM tracks in IEEE Conferences

Outcomes

Project 1: Formed 3 New LMAGs: New Zealand Joint LMAG, Malaysia, India Council
Project 3: 4 quarterly meets for LMAC as well as LMAGs.
Project 4: MGA- LMC Awards; Hajime Imai(Tokyo) for Regional LMAG Achievement Award, Koruthu Varughese(India Council) for Regional LM Individual Service award and Global award, Donald Hugh Sinnott(South Australia) as R10 LM OS Vol Award, and Prof. Akinori Nishihara for R10 LM Photography collection contest.
Project 5: LM track was organized at HTC at Rajkot
2024 Plan

Projects / Tasks

Project 1: Form 2 new LMAOs in R10: Fukuoka, Wester Australia

Project 2: Organize LMAC & LMAG Meets for LMAGs & assist financially for selected projects: 4 LMC meet, 4 LMAG meet

Project 3: Select MGA-LMC Award winners, R10 LM outstanding Volunteer Awardee, Review Conducting R10 LM photography contest.

Project 4: Organize LM track in R10 flagship Conferences: TENSYMP at Delhi, HTC at Malaysia, TENCON at Singapore

Project 5: Organize R10 SYWL Congress: LMAG Track and SYWL Mixed Track are included

Project 6: Have discussion on broadening collaboration with SYW and Industry
  ➢ Among LMAO Chairs
  ➢ With SYW committee members
  ➢ With Industry Relation Committee members
  ➢ With History Committee members on Milestone
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